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History is 
Sprinting

Pesach is replete with colorful mitz-
voth and traditional customs, yet it 
is pivoted upon one primary hala-

chick tandem- the mitzvah of matzo and 
the related prohibition of chametz. This 
package of chametz prohibition and matzo 
consumption is based upon the quick 
departure from Egypt on the night of our 
liberation. Had the departure been more 
gradual, our dough would have naturally 
risen into regular bread. However, every-
thing that night happened swiftly, we were 
rushed out of Egypt and the bread could 
not leaven or rise. Over two hundred years 
of residence and of slavery were erased in 
hours. Evidently, the haste and the frenzy 
distill an important message of redemp-
tion. 

The hasty departure isn’t just implied by 
the matzo and chametz mitzvoth. Twice, 
the Torah describes our discharge with 
the term ‘chipazon’ which expresses 
the rapidity and unpreparedness of our 
exodus. Even before the Jews actually 
exited Egypt, they were instructed to eat 
that night’s Pesach sacrifice in a state of 
hurry or chipazon; annually we perpetuate 
that schedule by eating quickly-baked or 
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rushed matzo and avoiding slowly-risen 
bread. 

In a broader sense, beyond that night and 
its harried departure, the entire timeline 
of the Egypt experience was accelerated. 
A stay which was originally planned for 
four hundred years was truncated into two 
hundred and ten years. As the hagaddah 
asserts: G-d recalculated our time in Egypt 
(chishev et haketz) and fast-tracked our 
redemption. 

The redemption from Egypt wasn’t just 
rapid it also was politically turbulent. 
In parshat Shemot we encounter three 
different Pharo-kings ascending the throne: 
the first Pharo, the successor Pharo who 
didn’t remember Yosef and third Pharo 
who replaced the deceased King. Typically, 
Pharos reigned for an entire lifetime and 
yet this condensed period saw three 
different Pharos.  The first redemption of 
Jewish history was rapid and tumultuous; 
the political dynamics were chaotic and the 
fateful night of freedom was a dash from 
Egypt.

When Jews are redeemed history itself 
is overhauled. Jewish redemption is not 
a parochial or narrow experience but 
affects all mankind. When global historical 
transformations occur the typical timelines 
of history are disrupted. When history 
nears a redemptive terminus it quickens, 
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similar to a runner who sprints to the finish 
line. Historical turbulence and political 
upheaval often suggest that history is 
adjusting and that redemption is surging.

Eating matzo and avoiding chametz remind 
us that, though our natural order and 
current reality feels static and immutable, 
history is fluid and change often occurs 
sooner than we can imagine. 

About seventeen years ago, in the 
aftermath of the tsunamis of southeast 
Asia, I was interviewed by a radio station. 
After commenting on the actual tragedy 
and death toll, I contrasted the “before” 
and “after” satellite photos of the affected 
islands. The satellite images taken before 
the tsunami included power lines, roads, 
houses and cars. The post-tsunami photos 
displayed an empty and barren landscape. 
The entire tsunami lasted about 20 minutes, 
but the entire landscape was shaven. Jews 
live with a constant sense that our reality 
can be instantaneously transformed. 
We don’t flee from our reality but we 
certainly don’t assume it to be permanent 
or unalterable.

The 20th century was uncommonly 
tumultuous. A politically and culturally 
agitated world fought two global wars. 

Communism surfaced, captured the human 
imagination and dominated half of Europe 
as well as numerous countries across the 
planet. Suddenly, it collapsed in many ways 
more rapidly than it had ascended. Maps 
and borders which had previously lasted 
for centuries were redrawn twice- after 
the conclusion of each world war. Amidst 
a century of disorder and at the end of a 
decade of chaos, Jewish redemption arose- 
after close to 2000 years of dormancy. In 
the eighty years since redemption first 
launched the entire world has changed; 
technology is a great accelerator. We used 
to designate a generation as lasting 20-25 
years. Today it feels as if generations change 
every 7-10 years. Of course, during the past 
year, a pandemic has completely reshaped 
our world. Like our parents in Egypt we are 
living through ties of chipazon. The tumult 
and the accelerated timelines have all 
happened before. In Egypt, the haste and 
hurried timelines indicated redemption 
was just around the next ridge. Evidently 
the tumult and instability in our modern 
world signifies a similar historical swell. 

History is sprinting! 
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Please assist the unfortunate to 
make a meaningful Seder.

Make checks (Israeli only) payable to
"The Chesed Fund" 
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or contact us at 050-570-1067
to make a bank transfer.


